**COURSE OBJECTIVES**

- Develop/Apply problem solving skills using quantitative methods to perform root cause analysis
- Answer complex human capital business questions using data
- Understand new metrics in HR and human capital that impact and link to financial results
- Learn to transform data into intelligence for insight
- Build a data model + business case that tells a story

**KEY CONCEPTS**

- Key performance metrics, forecasting, linking data to show financial impact
- People data sources, pain points and value creation
- Transforming data into business intelligence
- Interpreting analytic results, statistics vs. financial models
- Visualization, presentation + storytelling with data

**COURSE DESCRIPTION**

This course provides an introduction and practical application of analytics to human capital business issues. The course features case studies and emerging practices to analyze, predict and resolve questions and challenges for organizations of all sizes today. The course will feature using simple and advanced predictive analytic methods and models, as well as basic financial modeling and costing techniques essential to quantify/capture return on investment (ROI). Students will use software tools to enable data analysis, modeling and statistical as well as financial analysis to solve workforce oriented business problems.

This practical analytic techniques and technologies in this course can be used to create a winning business case and story using data that links to business financial impact and ROI for virtually any human capital data set.